
Concepts seem to be connected simultaneously to each
other and to the external world. On one hand, concepts
seem to gain their meaning through the role that they play
within a network of concepts (Collins & Quillian, 1969;
Field, 1977). The notion of a “conceptual web” through
which concepts all mutually define one another has been
highly influential in all of the major fields that comprise
cognitive science, including linguistics (Saussure, 1915/
1959), computer science (Lenat & Feigenbaum, 1991),
psychology (Landauer & Dumais, 1997), and philosophy
(Block, 1999). However, there is also dissatisfaction in
some quarters with the circularity of this conceptual web
account. Researchers have argued that concepts must be
grounded in the external world rather than merely related
to each other (Harnad, 1990). The British empiricists ar-
gued that our conceptual ideas originate in recombinations
of sensory impressions (Hume, 1740/1973). More re-
cently, Barsalou (1999; Goldstone & Barsalou, 1998;
Solomon & Barsalou, 2001) has argued that concepts are
not amodal, completely abstracted symbols, but rather are
intrinsically perceptually based.

In an attempt to reconcile the argument for a concep-
tual web and that for externally grounded concepts, Gold-

stone (1996) described a continuum between purely iso-
lated and purely interrelated concepts, arguing that a con-
cept is interrelated with other concepts to the extent that its
characterization is influenced by them. For example, a Cau-
casian in a white-majority culture may characterize black
people in terms of their relation to white people (Linville
& Jones, 1980). This Caucasian’s concept of black person
would be dependent on and influenced by his or her white-
person concept, with the possible consequence that his or
her representation of black people may be distorted to ac-
centuate perceived differences between the two races. Gold-
stone’s empirical basis for the continuum was the conver-
gence of a set of experimental manipulations and measures
of conceptual interrelatedness. A set of manipulations was
designed to influence the degree of interrelatedness be-
tween simultaneously acquired concepts, and the influ-
ence of these manipulations was gauged by a set of mea-
sures of interrelatedness. These experiments gave support
to the hypothesis that small experimental manipulations
were capable of changing how influential one concept was
on another concept’s representation and processing. The
goal of the present experiments is to further test the claim
for a continuum between isolated and interrelated concepts,
using rich and naturalistic stimuli, and new manipulations
and measures of interrelatedness.

Isolated and Interrelated Concepts
In evaluating the claim for a continuum between iso-

lated and interrelated concepts, it is helpful to consider the-
ories at the two poles of the continuum. We will consider
representative models of isolated and interrelated concepts,
leaving a fuller description to Goldstone (1996).
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Conceptual interrelatedness is a component of many
linguistic treatments of concepts. Ferdinand de Saussure
(1915/1959) argued that all concepts are completely “neg-
atively defined”—that is, defined solely in terms of other
concepts. He contended that “language is a system of inter-
dependent terms in which the value of each term results
solely from the simultaneous presence of the others”
(p. 114) and that “concepts are purely differential and de-
fined not in terms of their positive content but negatively
by their relations with other terms in the system” (p. 117).
This notion has evolved into the modern treatment of se-
mantic networks (Collins & Quillian, 1969; Quillian, 1967).
In these networks, concepts are represented by nodes in a
network and gain their functionality by their links to other
concept nodes. Often, these links are labeled, in which
case different links refer to different kinds of relations be-
tween nodes. Dog would be connected to animal by an is-
a link, to bone by an eats link, and to paw by a has-a link.
Lenat and Feigenbaum (1991) argued that interconceptual
linkages are sufficient to establish conceptual meanings
even without any external grounding of the concepts. A
computational approach to word meaning that has received
considerable attention recently has been to base word
meanings solely on the patterns of co-occurrence between
a large number of words in an extremely large text corpus
(Burgess, Livesay, & Lund, 1998; Burgess & Lund, 2000;
Landauer & Dumais, 1997). Mathematical techniques are
used to create vector encodings of words that efficiently
capture their co-occurrences. If two words, such as “co-
coon” and “butterfly,” frequently co-occur in an encyclo-
pedia or enter into similar patterns of co-occurrence with
other words, then their vector representations will be highly
similar. The meaning of a word—that is, its vector in a high
dimensional space—is completely based on the word’s con-
textual similarity to other words. Finally, researchers have
argued that concepts are frequently characterized by their
associative relations to other concepts. Barr and Caplan
(1987), by having subjects list features associated with
words, provided evidence that many concepts are charac-
terized by what they called “extrinsic features,” or features
that are “represented as the relationship between two or
more entities” (p. 398).

From the theories outlined above, one might conclude
that concepts cannot stand alone and that there could not
be such a thing as a system with only one concept (Stich,
1983). However, if one looks at the field of pattern recog-
nition rather than at theories inspired by linguistics, then
examples of isolated concepts become apparent. One way
to represent an isolated concept is as a feature detector. A
feature detector can become active when an input with a
particular perceptual feature is present. A concept can also
be represented as a template in a physical or more abstract
space (Edelman, 1999). In this view, concepts are applied
to external objects in order to determine category mem-
bership based on the perceived input patterns of the ob-
jects. If patterns are categorized by how they compare
with stored templates for categories, the representation of
one category does not depend on those of other categories.

A category’s representation is simply the image that best
matches its members. It is possible to have a feature de-
tector or template for a concept without having any other
concepts in the system. Categorizing an object may re-
quire comparing the relative degrees of the object’s match
to the representations of the candidate categories (Nosof-
sky, 1986), but if the categories themselves are repre-
sented by templates or feature detectors, then each can
exist independently of the other categories.

A comparison of some representative examples of inter-
related and isolated concepts suggests a useful heuristic
for assessing degree of interrelatedness. A Concept X is
dependent on Concept Y to the extent that Concept X can-
not exist without Concept Y. If the concept vermicelli is
represented as “thinner pasta than spaghetti” then no sys-
tem could possess vermicelli without also possessing
spaghetti. However, if the concept vermicelli is repre-
sented by “a long pasta with a typical diameter of 6 mm,”
then possession of the concept of vermicelli does not de-
pend on possession of the concept of spaghetti. Partial de-
grees of dependency owe to the multifaceted nature of
conceptual representations. One’s concept of vermicelli
may incorporate both characterizations given above, and
the relative importance of these characterizations deter-
mines how much vermicelli’s representation is affected by
the presence or absence of a spaghetti concept.

Prototypes and Caricatures
Consider the example of the two categories shown in

Figure 1. Categories A and B each have six members, and
each member has a unique combination of values on Di-
mensions 1 and 2. We will define the prototype of a cate-
gory as the central tendency of the category along each of
its dimensions (Posner & Keele, 1968; Reed, 1972). The
prototype of Category A has a value close to 2 on Dimen-
sion 1, whereas Category B’s prototype has a value close

Figure 1. Category A and Category B members have average
values of about 2 and about 4 respectively, on Dimension 1. Ac-
cordingly, the prototypical value for Category B on Dimension 1
is close to 4 (shown by the “X”), but the caricature is displaced
away from the prototype in the direction opposite Category A
(shown by the “Y”).
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to 4 on Dimension 1. In this usage, a prototype for a cate-
gory would be the physical object that assumes average
values along the dimensions that comprise the category’s
members, rather than the internal representation of the
category (Lakoff, 1987). In the experiments that follow,
we use uniform distributions of dimension values in con-
structing categories, and, consequently, our description of
a category prototype remains the same if we define “cen-
tral tendency” as the average or median of that category.

We will define a caricature of a category as an object
that assumes dimension values that depart from the cen-
tral tendency of the category in the opposite direction of
the central tendency of other, simultaneously acquired
concepts. In Figure 1, “X” represents the prototype of Cat-
egory B, and “Y” represents a caricature of Category B.
Y has a value close to 5 on Dimension 1, and this value is
a distortion of Category B’s central tendency away from
Category A. This definition of “caricature” captures the
intuitive notion of a caricature as an exaggeration. If Cat-
egory B has a large value on Dimension 1 (relative to Cate-
gory A), then the caricature of Category B exaggerates
this large value, in the same way that a newspaper carica-
ture exaggerates distinctive facial features of a politician.
The term “caricature” is often reserved for exaggerations
of a member of a category from the category’s prototype.
A caricature of a face typically distorts the face away from
a prototypical face (Rhodes, Brennan, & Carey, 1987). Al-
though our use of the term “caricature” is consistent with
this traditional use, in that both refer to distortions of a rep-
resentation away from those of contrasting objects, our
use extends the traditional use to cover situations in which
the contrasting objects comprise an alternative, rather than
a superordinate, category. If the prototype of a superordi-
nate category such as face is established, then it can be
used as the standard away from which all caricatures of
specific faces are distorted. In the present research, we
pursue the alternative strategy of creating two categories
based on novel faces and treating the caricature of one cat-
egory as the distortion of one face away from the other, si-
multaneously acquired category, rather than as a distor-
tion away from a prototypical face.

In the present experiments, we investigate the condi-
tions under which the prototype or caricature of a category
is most easily categorized. On one hand, one might predict
better categorization for the prototype because it is, by de-
finition, the item that is most similar to the members of its
category (Posner & Keele, 1968; Rosch, 1975). On the
other hand, one might predict better categorization accu-
racy for the caricature because it emphasizes a distinctive
value for a category. In fact, several experiments have
found a categorization advantage for caricatures relative
to prototypes (Goldstone, 1996; Nosofsky, 1991; Palmeri
& Nosofsky, 2001; Rhodes et al., 1987).

Our present goal is not to argue that caricatures are bet-
ter categorized than prototypes or vice versa, but to iden-
tify experimental factors that modulate the benefit of one
over the other. Specifically, experimental factors that pro-

mote relatively isolated concepts should tend to promote
an advantage for prototypes over caricatures. In the ab-
sence of interconceptual influences, the representation
that best exemplifies a concept will be its central tendency.
If we try to represent Category B and do not know any-
thing about Category A, then our best representation of
Category B will be the point marked “X” in Figure 1.
However, if a concept is characterized relative to other, si-
multaneously acquired concepts, then characterizations of
the form, “Concept B members have relatively large Di-
mension 1 values in comparison with Concept A” will be
formed. Caricatures fit these relational descriptions better
than do prototypes. Nosofsky (1991) argued that classifi-
cation of an object into a category depends on both its ab-
solute similarity to members of the category and its rela-
tive similarity to members of all of the candidate categories.
The present experiments explore factors that affect the rel-
ative importance of these absolute and relative determi-
nants of categorization.

We instantiate caricatures and prototypes by face stim-
uli that are formed using automatic morphing software de-
veloped by Steyvers (1999). An example of caricaturiza-
tion using this software is shown in Figure 2. A prototypical
bald head was generated by combining 62 bald heads
taken from Kayser (1997). To create this prototype with-
out the blurred quality typical of superimposed face photo-
graphs (Busey, 1998; Galton, 1878), 127 defining points
were found for each of the 62 heads, and the average lo-
cation for each point was assigned to create the average
face. The gray-scale values of corresponding pixels across
the 62 heads were blended to create the gray-scale values
for the average face. The caricature (shown on the right in
Figure 2) of a particular face (shown in the middle of Fig-
ure 2) was generated by distorting the positions of each of
the 127 defining points on the face by 20% away from the
defining points on the average face. In the experiments to
be reported, the caricatures are distortions away from an
alternative face category rather than away from the proto-
type for the superordinate category of all of the faces shown
in Figure 2.

Manipulations of Conceptual Interrelatedness 
The relative ease of categorizing prototypes and cari-

catures will be used as the measure of concept interrelat-
edness. The other main task is to develop experimental ma-
nipulations that are predicted to affect the interrelatedness
of concepts. There already exists a body of literature sug-
gesting such manipulations. Goldstone (1996) found that
interrelated categories were generated when (1) partici-
pants were encouraged to look for features that discrimi-
nated between the learned categories, (2), categories were
alternated frequently, (3) participants were practiced cat-
egorizers, and (4) stimuli were relatively undistorted ver-
sions of the categories’ prototypes. In contrast, isolated
categories were generated when (1) participants were en-
couraged to form images of the categories, (2) categories
were alternated rarely, (3) participants were relatively un-
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practiced, and (4) stimuli were highly distorted versions of
the categories’ prototypes. Niedenthal and Beike (1997)
explored whether people’s self-concepts were relatively in-
dependent of other people or relationally defined. They
found that self-concepts were relatively interrelated when
participants were asked to consider their distinctive at-
tributes, and when participants were younger siblings com-
paring themselves to older siblings rather than vice versa.
McKenzie (1998, 1999) has explored the conditions under
which finding out information about one hypothesis af-
fects mutually exclusive alternative hypotheses. Even in
situations in which participants are told that a patient has
one and only one of two candidate diseases, evidence that
increases participants’ confidence that the patient has one
disease does not always decrease their confidence that the
patient has the other disease. Concurrent rather than suc-
cessive presentation of the two diseases makes the diag-
noses of the diseases more (negatively) dependent on one
another, as does mentioning both diseases when partici-
pants make confidence judgments about each disease.

The present research explores two experimental ma-
nipulations that might be expected to affect concept inter-
relatedness. In Experiment 1, the labels given to categories
being acquired were manipulated. One category was given
a positive label (“Club A”) and the other category was
given a negation label (“not Club A”). Although this ma-
nipulation was used by Goldstone (1996), it has never
been used with the caricature-versus-prototype measure
of interrelatedness, and never with naturalistic stimuli. In
Experiment 2, the order of learning the categories was ma-
nipulated by a test of the hypothesis that the first learned
category would be relatively isolated, whereas the second
category would tend to be characterized relative to the
first category.

Faces as Categories
One of the goals of the experiments was to explore inter-

related and isolated categories using materials that are nat-
ural and familiar to participants. A particularly apt domain
for exploring the categorization of caricatured representa-

tions is faces, from which the notion of caricatures origi-
nally developed. An interesting empirical question is
whether the prior results indicating caricature-based rep-
resentations for interrelated categories will generalize to
categories defined by faces. One reason for questioning
the applicability of the previous results to faces is that
faces are often thought to be processed by special-purpose
mechanisms that are functionally and physiologically dis-
tinct from those involved in recognizing other objects
(Bentin, Sagiv, Mecklinger, Friederici, & von Cramon,
2002; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; McCarthy,
Puce, Gore, & Allison, 1997). Researchers have argued that
faces are typically processed holistically in terms of entire
face patterns, rather than analyzed into separate compo-
nents (Maurer, Le Grand, & Mondloch, 2002; Tanaka &
Farah, 1993). If faces are processed holistically, one might
predict that a face category would be represented by its
prototypical image rather than by a caricature that selectively
exaggerates certain components of the faces in the category.
However, previous research has indicated better categoriza-
tion for caricatures than for prototypes of faces (McKone,
Martini, & Nakayama, 2001; Rhodes et al., 1987), in agree-
ment with previous results with unfamiliar objects.

In the choice of faces as materials, several levels of cat-
egorization are possible. The categories to be learned can
be defined by particular individuals; by groups of indi-
viduals based on gender, race, emotion, age, or another
category; or by the superordinate category of faces (as op-
posed to nonfaces). The framework of isolated and inter-
related concepts is general enough to be applicable at all
of these levels of face categorization. The present experi-
ments focus on categories defined by particular individu-
als, and the variability within a category is obtained by a
gradual transformation of the identity of a face using mor-
phing software (Steyvers, 1999). Several other researchers
have created morph-based continua between faces and
tested people’s ability to discriminate or categorize faces
(Beale & Keil, 1995; Levin & Angelone, 2002; Levin &
Beale, 2000; McKone et al., 2001). A result commonly
obtained from these studies is that categorization accuracy

Prototype Actual Face Caricature of
Actual Face

Figure 2. Using the method described by Steyvers (1999), the face labeled
“prototype” is obtained by blending together faces of 62 bald men. The cari-
cature of an actual face is obtained by shifting the appearance of the face away
from the prototype.
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for a face increases monotonically as a function of the dis-
tance of the face from the category boundary (see also
Ashby & Maddox, 1993). However, in these studies, the
endpoints of the continua are presented as the representa-
tives of the categories, and this, rather than these end-
points’ status as caricatures, may explain why the endpoints
are well categorized. In the present experiments, we ex-
plore whether a caricature advantage for categorization is
still found even when prototypes are presented as often as
caricatures are during category learning. We also explore
factors that modulate the degree of the caricature advantage.

EXPERIMENT 1

Numerous studies have shown that the labels given to
categories of objects influence the characterization of
those categories (Harnad, 1987; Malt, Sloman, Gennari,
Shi, & Wang, 1999; Waxman, 1990; Wisniewski & Medin,
1994). One example that is particularly related to concept
interrelatedness is the mutual exclusivity hypothesis
(Markman, 1990; Waxman, Chambers, Yntema, & Gelman,
1989). According to this hypothesis, children determine
the referent of a noun by assuming that nouns are mutu-
ally exclusive, and, consequently, if a new term is applied
to one of two objects and one object already has a name,
children will tend to assume that the term refers to the
other object. Similar to Saussure’s (1915/1959) notion of
competition between concepts, the mutual exclusivity hy-
pothesis assumes that as one concept gains control of a
conceptual region, its competitor concepts lose control of
the region. This is the same competition that is predicted
to make interrelated concepts increasingly characterized
by their caricatures rather than by their prototypes. In both
cases, one category is displaced away from another category.

Labeling may make pairs of concepts asymmetrically
dependent on one another. One concept can be labeled
“Category A,” whereas another concept is labeled “not
Category A.” In this case, the concept labeled “not Cate-
gory A” is predicted to be more influenced by “Category A”
than vice versa (Clark, 1990). The concept that has a label
that refers to another concept is predicted to be highly in-
fluenced by the referenced concept. Even though the cat-
egory structures are symmetric and the labels are ran-
domly assigned to the two categories, the “not-Category A”
concept is predicted to be characterized more in terms 
of a caricature than the “Category A” concept is. More
specifically, there should be a tendency to associate the
“not-Category A” concept with a stimulus that is more of
a caricature than the stimulus associated with the “Cate-
gory A” concept. There may be a bias to associate both cat-
egories with caricatures rather than with prototypes
(Goldstone, 1996; Palmeri & Nosofsky, 2001; Rhodes
et al., 1987), but the extent of caricaturization is predicted
to be greater for the “not-CategoryA” concept. If we com-
pare the relative categorization accuracies for prototypes
and caricatures, we predict the advantage of caricatures
over prototypes to be larger for the concept labeled “not
Category A” than for the “Category A” concept.

The basis for this prediction comes from a combination
of two assumptions. First, the more dependent Concept B
is on a mutually exclusive Concept A, the more Con-
cept B’s characterization will be caricatured away from
Concept A. This assumption is supported by previous re-
search showing that mutually exclusive concepts that are
highly interrelated tend to be characterized by features that
distinguish each from the other (Goldstone, 1996; Kruschke,
1996; Niedenthal & Beike, 1997). Exaggerating distinc-
tive properties of a concept through caricature allows a
concept to be differentiated from its close conceptual neigh-
bors. This exaggeration will be most extensive along at-
tributes that distinguish a concept from others that are most
likely to be brought to mind by the concept—that is, by
other concepts that most influence the concept in ques-
tion. The second assumption is that explicitly labeling
Concept B as not being Concept A makes Concept B de-
pendent on Concept A. This assumption is supported by
previous work showing that, when a concept’s label ex-
plicitly makes reference to another concept, then this ref-
erenced concept exerts more influence over the referenc-
ing concept’s use and representation than vice versa
(Goldstone, 1996; Van Wallendael & Hastie, 1990). Putting
these two assumptions together, we predict that the extent
of the categorization advantage for caricatures over pro-
totypes will be greater for a category labeled “not club
members” than for a category labeled “club members.

Method
Participants. Sixty-two undergraduate students from Indiana

University served as participants in order to fulfill a course require-
ment. The students were split evenly into the two labeling conditions.

Materials . The stimuli were faces that were generated by mor-
phing between photographs of two bald heads selected from Kayser
(1997). Previous research has suggested that morphs generated from
the two selected faces did not introduce conspicuous nonlinearities
between physical and psychological scalings (Goldstone & Steyvers,
2001). The morph sequence of the 10 faces used is shown in Fig-
ure 3. Each of the morphs was automatically generated using a mor-
phing technique described by Steyvers (1999). Through this tech-
nique, the main contours in the face images were delineated by 127
control lines. These control lines served to align the features of the
2 faces. In the warping phase of this morphing algorithm, corre-
spondences were calculated between the pixels of all the images to
be morphed. Then, in the cross-dissolving phase, the gray-scale val-
ues of corresponding pixels were blended to create the gray-scale
values of the resulting morph image. The faces at the left and right
ends of Figure 3 are actual faces, and the 8 intermediate faces are
blends of the 2 actual faces, with the proportions shifting away from
those of the left face and toward those of the right face in equal
11.11% increments.

The prototype for a category was defined as the center face within
the category’s set of five faces. This is the face that is the most sim-
ilar, on average, to the other faces within its category. The caricature
of a category is defined as the face that is least like the faces from
the other category. The face between the caricature and the prototype
is also a face that has been systematically caricatured relative to the
prototype, but to a lesser extent.

Each face was displayed in gray scale with 256 possible bright-
ness values per pixel (1 pixel 5 0.034 cm), and measured 14.48 cm
tall by 11.68 cm wide. Each face was photographed against a dark
background and displayed on a white Apple Imac computer screen.
The average viewing distance was 46 cm.
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Procedure. On each trial, the participants saw a face and catego-
rized it by pressing either “Y” or “N” on the keyboard, with feed-
back from the computer on each trial indicating with a check or an
“X” whether the participant was correct or incorrect, respectively,
and also indicating the correct category assignment for the face. The
participants were instructed: “You will see faces appear on the
screen. Half of them belong to a certain club, while the remaining
half do not. If you think that a face belongs to the club, press the ‘Y’
key for ‘Yes.’ If you think that it does not belong to the club, press
the ‘N’ key for No.’” The dividing line between club members and
non-club members is shown by the vertical line in Figure 3. For the
half of the participants in Group 1, the f irst five faces were club
members, and the last f ive faces were not club members. For
Group 2, the first five faces were not club members, and the last five
faces were club members.

The experiment consisted of 60 repetitions of the 10 faces shown
in Figure 3, for a total of 600 trials. The order of the 600 trials was
randomized. The placement of a face’s center was also randomized
within a 6 3 6 cm square in the center of the screen. Each trial began
with a face appearing on the screen. The face remained on the screen
until the participant pressed the “Y” or “N” key. Immediately after
one of the keys was pressed, feedback was given to the participant,
and after 1.5 sec the screen was erased. Written feedback was in the
form of “Yes, this face is a club member,” “No, this face is not a club
member,” “Yes, this face is not a club member,” or “No, this face is
a club member.” The blank interval between trials was 1 sec. The
participants were given breaks every 100 trials. During these breaks,
the participants were informed of their accuracy and speed during
the preceding block.

Results
The primary data of interest related to the participants’

accuracy at categorizing particular faces into the two cat-
egories. Accuracy averaged over the 600 trials was vari-
able enough that it was a sensitive dependent measure, and
was less noisy than response times. However, response
times closely mirrored the accuracy data. The categoriza-
tion accuracies for each face and each group of partici-
pants are shown in Figure 4. The data reveal a bias to re-
spond “club” rather than “not club.” This is shown by the
horizontal offset between the two lines. Overall, the par-
ticipants responded “club” and “not club” on 54% and 46%
of trials, respectively [paired t test: t(61) 5 6.24, p , .01].

The accuracy results were submitted to a repeated mea-
sures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with within-subjects
factors for the stimulus presented (10 levels) and the block
(2 levels, for the first and second halves of the experi-
ment), and a between-subjects factor for the labeling con-
dition (Faces 1–5, “Club A,” and Faces 1–5, “not Club A”).
There was a main effect of stimulus presented—namely,
that the stimuli closer to the category boundary were
harder to categorize than the stimuli near the endpoints
[F(9,540) 5 34.59, MSe 5 4.20, p , .001]. There was also
a main effect of block [F(1,60) 5 23.49, MSe 5 3.86, p ,
.001], but not of labeling. There were interactions between
stimulus presented and labeling [F(9,540) 5 3.45, MSe 5
3.55, p , .01] and between stimulus presented and block
[F(9,540) 5 2.38, MSe 5 3.18, p , .05], but not between
labeling and block.

To directly test hypotheses that compare categorization
accuracy of caricatures and prototypes, we conducted a re-
stricted analysis in which only Faces 1, 3, 8, and 10 were
considered. Faces 1 and 10 were coded as caricatures, and
Faces 3 and 8 were coded as prototypes. The labeling vari-
able was recoded to take into account the interaction be-
tween labeling and stimulus presented. Given that the re-
sults for the 10 faces were highly symmetric across the
categorization boundary, we created a new labeling vari-
able that combined responses from Faces 1–5 with those
from Faces 6–10. The labels were recoded as “negation la-
bels” when Faces 1 and 3 were presented and Faces 1–5
were “not Club A” faces, and when Faces 8 and 10 were
presented and Faces 1–5 were “Club A” faces. The labels
were recoded as “standard labels” when Faces 1 and 3
were presented and Faces 1–5 were “Club A” faces, and
when Faces 8 and 10 were presented and Faces 1–5 were
“not Club A” faces. With this recoding, the computed
ANOVA was now a repeated measures ANOVA with three
within-subject factors of stimulus (prototype or carica-
ture), labeling (standard or negation), and block (first or
second block). This restricted analysis yielded a signifi-
cant main effect of stimulus presented, with caricatures

Figure 3. In Experiment 1, a morph sequence of 10 faces was divided into two categories. For half of the participants, the left
five faces belonged to a category of “club members” and the remaining faces were labeled “not club members.” For the other
half of the participants, these labels were reversed.

Group 1

Group 2

“Club Members”

“Not Club Members”

“Not Club Members”

“Club Members”

Caricature Prototype Prototype Caricature
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being more accurately categorized than prototypes, with
respective accuracies of 78.3% and 72.6% [F(1,61) 5
8.85, MSe 5 3.13, p , .01]. There was no main effect of
labeling, but there was a significant interaction between
stimulus presented (prototype or caricature) and labeling
[F(1,61) 5 8.25, MSe 5 3.18, p , .01]. For negation-labeled
faces, caricatures and prototypes were categorized with
respective accuracies of 78.6% and 68.6%. For standard-
labeled faces, these respective accuracies are much more
similar, at 78.0% and 76.6%. The faces between the cari-
cature and the prototype (Faces 2 and 9) produced results
intermediate to those of the caricature and the prototype
for both labeling conditions.

Still with the ANOVA restricted to Faces 1, 3, 8, and 10,
exploratory analyses revealed a main effect of blocks,
with accuracy lower for the first 300 trials (70.7%) than
for the final 300 trials (80.3%) [F(1,61) 5 13.76, MSe 5
2.92, p , .001]. However, there was also an interaction be-
tween stimulus presented and block [F(1,61)5 9.14, MSe 5
4.14, p , .01]. For the early trials, caricatures and proto-
types were categorized with respective accuracies of
72.0% and 69.4%, and for the late trials, these percentages
increased to 84.6% and 76.0%. This interaction indicates
that the categorization advantage for caricatures over proto-
types increases with practice. This is consistent with ear-
lier results (Goldstone, 1996) and is predicted by the 
hypothesis that in a categorization task in which two cat-
egories are frequently alternated, the categories will be-
come increasingly interrelated. As categories become
more interrelated, the degree of caricaturization of the cat-
egory representations is expected to increase. 

Discussion
Category labeling influences the relative advantage of

caricatures over prototypes even when the structure of the
categories remains constant. A category that is labeled as
a negation of a standard category tends to be represented
as a caricature, systematically distorted away from the
standard category. This is revealed by the significantly
greater categorization accuracy for the negation category’s
caricature than for its prototype. The standard category it-
self shows approximately equal categorization accuracies
for prototypes and caricatures. This set of results is pre-
dicted by the distinction between interrelated and isolated
concepts. One way of making ConceptB dependent on Con-
cept A is simply to make Concept B’s label depend on
Concept A. This produces asymmetrically dependent con-
cepts because B will depend on A more than A depends
on B. The expected result of this is that Concept B’s repre-
sentation will be caricatured away from Concept A’s rep-
resentation, and that the degree of this caricaturization
should be greater than the caricature of A away from B.

EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 1, asymmetrically dependent concepts
were created through asymmetric category labeling rela-
tions. A second way of creating asymmetric concepts is
by presenting the categories sequentially. The first pre-
sented category should develop a relatively isolated cate-
gory representation, because there is no other category to
serve as a standard of comparison. In contrast, the second
presented category can be compared with the earlier cat-

Figure 4. Percent correct categorizations for the 10 faces of Figure 3 in Ex-
periment 1. The categorization advantage of caricatures (Faces 1 and 10) over
prototypes (Faces 3 and 8) was greater for the “not club member” category
than for the “club member” category. The error bars show one standard
error of the mean.
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egory, and thus the second category should be more de-
pendent on the first category than vice versa. Empirical
evidence for asymmetric dependencies between sequen-
tially learned categories comes from Kruschke (1996). He
found that the second of a pair of learned categories tends
to be characterized in terms of features that are diagnostic
for distinguishing the second category from the first. The
first learned category does not show this bias to as large an
extent.

If the features that are particularly diagnostic for dis-
tinguishing a second category from a first category are
emphasized in the second category’s representation, then
one would also expect a larger caricature-over-prototype
advantage for the second than for the first category. A car-
icature is defined as a stimulus that emphasizes features of
a category that distinguish it from other learned cate-
gories. Accordingly, we predict that the asymmetric de-
pendency of the second category on the first category
should cause the second category to be represented in a
more caricatured form than the first category.

Method
Participants. Sixty-six undergraduate students from Indiana Uni-

versity served as participants in order to fulfill a course requirement.
The students were split evenly into the two category-order conditions.

Materials and Procedure. The stimuli were identical to those
used in Experiment 1. The participants were told that they would
eventually be asked to categorize faces into one of two groups. They
were told that they would first see examples from one group, then
examples from a second group, and, finally, they would be asked to
categorize faces that they had seen before into one of these two
groups. In agreement with these instructions, the experiment was
broken down into three phases. During the first phase, half of the
participants were presented with the left five faces from Figure 3,
and the other half were presented with the right five faces. Each face

was presented a total of 15 times, and the presentation order was ran-
domized. On each trial, the face remained on the screen for 3 sec
with the label “Category A” below it, followed by a blank screen for
1 sec. In the second phase of the experiment, the faces not shown
during the first phase were presented to participants with the label
“Category B” below them, using the same procedure as that used in
the first phase.

During the categorization phase of the experiment, the partici-
pants were shown the 10 faces from Figure 3 a total of 15 times each,
in a random order. The participants were instructed to decide
whether each face belonged to Category A or to Category B. The
participants indicated their categorizations by pressing either the
“A” or the “B” key. The participants did not receive feedback dur-
ing the categorization phase.

Results
The primary data of interest related to the participants’

accuracy at categorizing particular faces into the two cat-
egories averaged over 150 trials. The categorization accu-
racies for each face and each group of participants are
shown in Figure 5. The data reveal a small bias to catego-
rize a face into the second, more recently seen category
(Category B). Overall, the participants responded “Cate-
gory A” and “Category B” on 48.7% and 51.3% of trials,
respectively [paired t test: t(65) 5 2.12, p , .05].

The accuracy results were submitted to a repeated mea-
sures ANOVA with within-subjects factors for stimulus
presented (10 levels) and block (2 levels, for the first and
seconds halves of the experiment), and a between-subjects
factor for order of categorizations (Faces 1–5 presented
first and Faces 1–5 presented second). There was a main
effect of stimulus presented [F(9,576) 5 29.21, MSe 5
3.53, p , .001]. There was also a main effect of block
[F(1,64) 5 25.06, MSe 5 3.23, p , .001], but not of order
of categorization. There were interactions between stimu-

Figure 5. Percent correct categorizations in Experiment 2. The error bars
show one standard error of the mean.
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lus presented and order [F(9,576) 5 4.05, MSe 5 3.55,
p , .01] and between stimulus presented and block
[F(9,576) 5 2.50, MSe 5 4.18, p , .05], but not between
order and block.

Unlike in Experiment 1, there was no main effect such
that the caricatures were categorized more accurately than
the prototypes. Overall, the extreme caricatures (Faces 1
and 10) and prototypes (Faces 3 and 8) were categorized
with accuracies of 70.1% and 69.1%, respectively [paired
F(1,64) 5 1.48, MSe 5 4.04, p . .1]. However, there was
an interaction between face type and category order when
we restricted our analysis to just the caricatures and proto-
types (see Figure 4). As in Experiment 1, a recoded order
variable was created that combined responses to Faces 1–5
with those to Faces 6–10. Faces 1 and 3 for the group that
received Faces 1–5 first, and Faces 8 and 10 for the group
that received Faces 1–5 second, were categorized together
as “first category” faces. Faces 1 and 3 for the group that
received Faces 1–5 second, and Faces 8 and 10 from the
group that received Faces 1–5 first, were categorized to-
gether as “second category” faces. With this recoding, the
computed ANOVA was now a repeated measures ANOVA
with three within-subjects factors of stimulus (prototype
and caricature), order (first and second categories), and
block (first and second blocks). For faces from the first
category, presented earlier, the caricatures and prototypes
were categorized with respective accuracies of 67.1% and
70.0%. For faces from the second category, presented later,
these respective accuracies reverse their rank order, with
accuracies of 73.3% and 68.1% for caricatures and proto-
types, respectively. These four comparisons represent a
significant face type (protoype or caricature) 3 order (first
or second category) interaction [F(1,64) 5 10.24, MSe 5
3.87, p , .01]. The faces between the caricature and the
prototype (Faces 2 and 9) produced results intermediate
to those of the caricature and the prototype for both label-
ing conditions.

Discussion
According to the results from Experiment 2, whether a

caricature advantage or a prototype advantage is found
during categorization depends on whether the category is
first or second in a pair of sequentially presented categories.
For the first category presented, the prototype is better cat-
egorized than the caricature. The opposite effect is found
for the second category. This is consistent with the hy-
pothesis that the second category is more likely to be char-
acterized relative to the first category than vice versa. Iso-
lated categories are expected to be represented in terms of
their prototypes, whereas a category that depends on a
second, mutually exclusive category is expected to be rep-
resented in terms of a caricature that is systematically dis-
torted away from the second category.

In Experiment1, a general advantage for caricatures over
prototypes was found, whereas in Experiment 2, there was
no significant main effect of face type. Given procedural
differences between the experiments, this is naturally ac-
counted for by the framework of isolated and interrelated
concepts. In Experiment 1, items taken from the two cat-

egories were randomly intermixed, whereas in Experi-
ment 2, the two categories were presented separately. Cat-
egories are predicted to be more interrelated when they are
presented simultaneously, because there is more opportu-
nity for interactions between developing category repre-
sentations. This prediction is supported by previous evi-
dence that, when simultaneously acquired categories are
alternated frequently, the category representations are more
interrelated than when categories are alternated rarely
(Goldstone, 1996). Dividing categories into completely sep-
arate blocks, as was done in Experiment 2, can be inter-
preted as an extreme way of alternating categories rarely.

In Experiment 1, there was a bias to respond with the
standard-labeled rather than the negation-labeled cate-
gory, and the negation-labeled category was more carica-
tured than the standard-labeled category. In Experiment 2,
there was a bias to respond with the label of the category
learned second rather than with that of the the first cate-
gory, but the second category was more caricatured than
the first. Accordingly, across the two experiments, response
bias is dissociable from caricaturization. This is useful be-
cause it shows that the amount of caricaturization of a cat-
egory is not simply a function of how often the category
is given as a response to a stimulus.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The effects of the two manipulations of Experiments 1
and 2 are well integrated by the proposal that concepts dif-
fer in how interrelated they are. In particular, two concepts
may be asymmetrically dependent on one another, such that
Concept B depends more on Concept A than vice versa.
From this perspective, manipulations that might not oth-
erwise be seen as similar are seen as cohering together.
Labeling a category “not Category A” and presenting ex-
amples of the category after presenting Category A ex-
emplars are two ways of making the category highly de-
pendent on Category A. Given this dependence and the
mutual exclusivity between the categories (items belong
to one and only one of the categories), the representation
of the category is expected to be caricatured away from
the prototype of Category A. Category A, by contrast, is
expected to be more independent in these experimental
conditions, and its representation is expected to be more
prototypical and less caricatured.

The present experiments extend theories of isolated and
interrelated concepts to face stimuli. Previous experi-
ments have explored interrelated concepts using abstract
and unfamiliar shape categories (Goldstone, 1996) or ver-
bal stimuli (Niedenthal & Beike, 1997). Although there
may be specialized perceptual processes for faces (Mc-
Carthy et al., 1997; but also see Gauthier & Tarr, 2002),
categorization of faces also shows similarities with other
domains. In general, a categorization advantage for cari-
catures over prototypes is frequently observed for faces
and other objects; however, the extent of this advantage
can be manipulated by experimental variables. The previ-
ous demonstrations of malleable categorization are ap-
parently not simply artifacts of the arbitrary and unfamil-
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iar stimuli used. In addition, the present results suggest
that previous arguments for the superior categorization of
caricatures over prototypes (Rhodes et al., 1987) may
need to be qualified by experimental conditions. The car-
icature advantage can be accentuated by giving a category
a label that refers to another category, and can be elimi-
nated by presenting the category members before other al-
ternative categories to be learned. Rather than trying to
obtain definitive evidence as to whether faces are repre-
sented by caricatures, prototypes, or images close to cate-
gory boundaries, a more fruitful empirical mission is to
determine the experimental and observer characteristics
that affect the choice of face representation.

Caricaturization and the Perception of Others
The present results are novel in that the experimental

manipulations of category interrelatedness had not been
tested with rich, naturalistic stimuli. Goldstone (1996)
predicted that category presentation order should affect
concept interrelatedness, but this notion had not been di-
rectly tested until now. However, there are several results
in social psychology that are related to the present demon-
stration. The basis for this link is that an individual is likely
to think of him- or herself in a relatively isolated, inde-
pendent manner, and to think of others in relation to him-
or herself (Niedenthal & Beike, 1997). This principle can
also be applied at the group level, with the consequence
that a person is likely to think of his or her own group in a
relatively isolated manner, and to think of other groups in
relation to his or her own (Linville & Jones, 1980). In com-
bination with the present framework, this suggests that
people should perceive other people and other groups as
more caricatured than they really are, but that they should
perceive themselves and their own groups in a more veridi-
cal fashion.

In agreement with this hypothesis, Linville and Jones
(1980) found that members of other groups are more likely
to be appraised in an extreme manner than members of
one’s own group. For example, white participants judged
a black applicant more favorably than they did a white ap-
plicant when both applicants had relatively strong creden-
tials, but judged the black applicant more negatively when
both applicants had weak credentials. A mechanism that
may underlie this effect is that distinctive attributes of a
relatively unfamiliar or rare group have an exaggerated ef-
fect on people’s judgments (McConnell, Sherman, & Hamil-
ton, 1994). Caricatures are exactly the kind of representa-
tion that exaggerates features of one group relative to those
of another group. The relatively unfamiliar outgroup is par-
ticularly prone to being represented in a caricatured manner.

Social cognition researchers have also found a general
bias by which people accentuate the differences between
categories (Corneille & Judd, 1999; Krueger & Rothbart,
1990). As in McConnell et al. (1994), the mechanism for
this contrast effect appears to be that the importance of
properties that are particularly diagnostic for distinguish-
ing between categories is exaggerated. The present results
extend these findings by showing that these exaggerations
can be asymmetric. An independent concept is less sus-

ceptible to exaggeration than a relationally defined con-
cept. Under the assumption that white participants living
in white-majority environments view the category whites
as relatively isolated and view blacks in terms of their dif-
ferences from whites, the prediction is that these partici-
pants would tend to represent whites by the prototype of
white people, but blacks by a caricature distorted away
from the prototype for black people in the direction oppo-
site of whites. Although this kind of asymmetry has not
been directly tested to our knowledge, greater exaggera-
tion of group differences has been found when partici-
pants assessed individuals from minority rather than ma-
jority groups (see Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002, for a
review).

Models of Isolated and Interrelated Concepts
Existing models of categorization differ in their predic-

tions of the relative accuracy for categorizing prototypes
and caricatures. Decision boundary models of categoriza-
tion (Ashby & Maddox, 1993) predict that categorizations
become easier as stimuli move away from the boundaries
between categories. A natural consequence of these mod-
els is that caricatures should be easier to categorize than
prototypes in a two-category situation because caricatures
are designed to be displaced away from the boundary be-
tween the categories. Exemplar models represent cate-
gories in terms of the members belonging to each cate-
gory, and categorize new items by measuring their summed
similarity to the existing members of the candidate cate-
gories (Medin & Schaffer, 1978). In one influential ex-
emplar model—the generalized context model (GCM;
Nosofsky, 1986, 1991)—the likelihood of correctly cate-
gorizing a caricature and a prototype of a category de-
pends on whether similarity is assumed to be based on an
exponential or on a Gaussian function of stimulus distance
(Nosofsky, 1991, p. 135). Under an exponential relation
between subjective similarity and distance, and given only
one single-dimension item in each of two categories, car-
icatures and prototypes are predicted to be exactly equally
well categorized. Under a Gaussian relation, categoriza-
tion accuracy increases monotonically as the extremity of
caricature increases. Thus, neither of these functions al-
lows GCM to predict either a categorization advantage for
a prototype relative to a caricature, or greatest categori-
zation accuracy for an intermediate degree of caricatur-
ization. By contrast, other models have predicted that 
intermediate stimuli between prototypes and extreme car-
icatures will be most accurately categorized. These mod-
els are useful in accommodating the “peak shift” phe-
nomenon, according to which the maximal response is
given to a stimulus that is displaced away from a reinforced
stimulus by a specific amount in the direction opposite an
unreinforced stimulus (McLaren, Bennett, Guttman-
Nahir, & Kim, 1995; Spence, 1936).

The present data challenge any model of categorization
that predicts a constant advantage of caricatures over proto-
types or vice versa. We found that whether a caricature-
over-prototype advantage was found depends on whether
the concepts involved were relatively independent or inter-
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related. This kind of interaction is accommodated by Gold-
stone’s (1996) RECON model. This connectionist model is
a two-layer recurrent network. One layer of units repre-
sents the input dimensions, and the other represents the
learned categories. All units in RECON are connected to
each other by weighted links. Unlike standard feed forward
networks, RECON has recurrent connections between cate-
gory units. These connections provide a mechanism through
which categories influence each other. By varying a single
parameter—the degree of influence of category units on
each other—varying degrees of concept interrelatedness are
obtained. Simulations have shown that as the magnitude of
category-to-category weights increases, the categorization
advantage of caricatures over prototypes increases. Strong
lateral inhibition between categories leads to the categories’
emphasizing distinctive features that uniquely characterize
just one category.

RECON can also accommodate asymmetrically inter-
related categories by removing the constraint that the
weight from Category A to Category B must equal the
weight from B to A. If the weight from A to B is greater
than the weight from B to A, then the representation of
Category B will be caricatured (away from A) relative to
Category A’s representation. In this manner, the present
experiments can be accommodated by RECON, under the
assumption that labeling B so as to refer to A, or present-
ing B after A, will make the weight from Category A to
Category B greater than that from B to A.

More generally, the present results are also consistent
with models that assume that the representation of a concept
is based not only on its connections to the external, percep-
tual world (Barsalou, 1999; Goldstone & Barsalou, 1998),
but also on its connections to other concepts (Goldstone &
Rogosky, 2002). Concepts do not typically act like inde-
pendent detectors polling the world. Concepts are also in-
fluenced by the simultaneous presence of other concepts.
Understanding the interaction between external and internal
determinants of conceptual meaning is an important, but
difficult, project. The present experiments take one step
toward this goal by developing empirical tools for manip-
ulating and measuring the extent to which concepts de-
pend on each other and on perceptual information. If there
are indeed individual differences among concepts in terms
of how independent or interrelated they are, then studying
these individual differences can shed light on how inter-
nal and external sources of meaning are represented.
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